Abstract: This paper offers an enhanced voltage stability assessment index (VSAI) and loss minimalize condition (LMC) centered integrated planning approach. The proposed method aims at the simultaneous attainment of voltage stability, loss minimizations and various other related objectives with the employment of multiple distributed generation (DG) units, in mesh distribution systems (MDS). The approach presents two enhanced VSAI expressions based on a multiple-loops configured equivalent MDS model. The main objective of each VSAI expression is to find the weakest buses as potential candidates for single and multiple DG placements with initial optimal DG sizes for aimed objectives attainment in MDS. Later, mathematical expressions for LMC have been presented, based on equivalent MDS model. The LMC aims to achieve significant loss minimization with optimal DG sizes and attain negligible voltage difference across tie-line branches via reduction of respective loop currents. The proposed integrated VSAI-LMC based planning approach is employed with two computation variants and tested on two well-known, 33-Bus and 69-Bus, test distribution systems (TDS). The performance analysis of each TDS is conducted with two cases and respective scenarios, across various performance evaluation indicators (PEIs). The paper also offers a comparative analysis of achieved numerical outcomes of the proposed planning approach with the available research works found in the literature. The numerical results attained have better performance in comparison with the presented literature data and thus shows the effectiveness and validity of the proposed planning approach.
Introduction
In distribution system (DS) planning and operation stages, steady voltage stability across feeders and power (both active and reactive) loss minimization are the foremost important issues that must be addressed as a priority. The increase of load requirements in large areas (mostly urban and suburbs) has also contributed to the degradation of power quality and stability along with the aforementioned technical issues. Among the major efforts to solve the aforesaid problems, distribution system planners and operators give key consideration to distributed generator (DG) units, in terms of optimal sitting and sizing in the DS [1] . The DG unit can impact a DS from the viewpoint of voltage profiles (U-profiles), power quality (at utilities and consumers end) and stability (transient and steady-state), short-circuit-current (SCC) levels, modified power flows and system reliability [2] . Traditionally, DS is always intentionally designed and planned to work under radial topology, mainly to retain This article is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the comprehensive mathematical derivations of two VSAIs expressions for MDS; Section 3 offers LMC expressions for both active and reactive components within MDS; the computation procedure for the VSAI-LMC based planning approach, simulation setup and evaluation indicators are illustrated in Section 4; in Section 5, the attained numerical results regarding the effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated with multiple DG (sitting and size) viewpoints and assessment (with discussion), performed under various performance metrics, is demonstrated on two test distribution systems; the comparison of the proposed planning approach with existing research work for validation is presented in Section 6; the conclusion of the paper is offered in Section 7.
Voltage Stability Assessment Indices for Mesh Distribution System

Background: Reference Based Voltage Stability Index for Loop Distribution System
In this work, the VSI for single loop configured LDS that is derived from our earlier publications [37, 38] is used as a reference standard. The relevant VSI in Reference [37] is based on biquadratic method and VSI-LMC planning method is used for single loop LDS optimization. Besides comparison, the VSI in References [37, 38] has been engaged to find out effectiveness of proposed VSAIs via comparison of attained results. In literature, it is designated with term VSI_L. The electrical equivalent LDS model is shown in Figure 1 , which is based on three-wire equivalent distribution system, also considered in References [4, 37, 38] . The LMC in our previous work [38] is limited to a single loop LDS model. The paper also offers an improved VSAI and LMC based integrated planning approach for optimal multiple-DG (sitting and sizing) placements in MDS. The VSAI-LMC approach is evaluated under various performance metrics. The key contributions of the proposed research are as follows:
(i) Two derived mathematical expressions of VSAIs for equivalent electrical MDS models. This article is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the comprehensive mathematical derivations of two VSAIs expressions for MDS; Section 3 offers LMC expressions for both active and reactive components within MDS; the computation procedure for the VSAI-LMC based planning approach, simulation setup and evaluation indicators are illustrated in Section 4; in Section 5, the attained numerical results regarding the effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated with multiple DG (sitting and size) viewpoints and assessment (with discussion), performed under various performance metrics, is demonstrated on two test distribution systems; the comparison of the proposed planning approach with existing research work for validation is presented in Section 6; the conclusion of the paper is offered in Section 7.
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Background: Reference Based Voltage Stability Index for Loop Distribution System
In this work, the VSI for single loop configured LDS that is derived from our earlier publications [37, 38] is used as a reference standard. The relevant VSI in Reference [37] is based on biquadratic method and VSI-LMC planning method is used for single loop LDS optimization. Besides comparison, the VSI in References [37, 38] has been engaged to find out effectiveness of proposed VSAIs via comparison of attained results. In literature, it is designated with term VSI_L. The electrical equivalent LDS model is shown in Figure 1 , which is based on three-wire equivalent distribution system, also considered in References [4, 37, 38] . A type-I loop topology, as advocated in Reference [28] , is considered due to its simplicity and feasibility, where two radial feeders (branches) are joined to make a closed-loop and are fed by the same power transformer. Details on the VSI_L can be found in Reference [37] . The expressions for VSI_L and relevant feasible voltage solution on receiving end bus (URBI), are shown in Equations (1) and (2) . A type-I loop topology, as advocated in Reference [28] , is considered due to its simplicity and feasibility, where two radial feeders (branches) are joined to make a closed-loop and are fed by the same power transformer. Details on the VSI_L can be found in Reference [37] . The expressions for VSI_L and relevant feasible voltage solution on receiving end bus (U RBI ), are shown in Equations (1) and (2) .
where U nbs are the sending end (SB) bus voltages, nbs l is the number of SB, receiving end bus (RB) bus, tie-line-branch (TB), tie-switch (TS) and I TB is the TB current, as shown in LDS in Figure 1 . E = P 2b (R 1r R 3r − X 1x X 3x ) + Q 2b (R 1r X 3x + R 3r X 1x ) and F = P 2b (R 1r X 3x + R 3r X 1x ) − Q 2b (R 1r R 3r − X 1x X 3x ). [Z 1z + ∆Z] is a mutual term, |∆Z| = |Z 1z − Z 3z | ≥ 0 is assumed for open branches in LDS, |∆Z| = Z 3z for TB, feeding node m 4b from another node (m 2b ), as shown in Equations (1) and (2) .
Proposed Voltage Stability Assessment Index for Mesh Distribution System under Ideal Case (VSAI_MI)
VSAI from the perspective of an ideal MDS electrical equivalent model is denoted with the term VSAI_MI and corresponds to an arrangement, which assumes that the TB along with respective TS may have small impedance and can be represented by a single load. Also, the three buses feeding the respective load are assumed at same voltage potential and are represented as one source originating from the substation (SS). These assumptions decrease the MDS model to a simplified system, as shown in Figure 2 . The ideal MDS model consists of five branches. Three branches correspond to distribution feeders and two tie-line branches connect them together. When the respective TS, as shown in Figure 3 as TS1 and TS2 and closed, the RDS system can be converted into multiple-loop encapsulated MDS. It is assumed that voltages (U) across sending end buses (SBs such as m 1b , m 3b and m 5b ) are the same, with zero difference of U and phase (δ), and are shown as connected loops at sending end buses to show one source bus m 1b . 
where Unbs are the sending end (SB) bus voltages, nbsl is the number of SB, receiving end bus (RB) bus, tie-line-branch (TB), tie-switch (TS) and ITB is the TB current, as shown in LDS in Figure 1 . E = P2b (R1rR3r − X1xX3x) + Q2b (R1rX3x + R3rX1x) and F = P2b (R1rX3x + R3rX1x) − Q2b (R1rR3r − X1xX3x). [Z1z + ΔZ] is a mutual term, |ΔZ| = |Z1z − Z3z| ≥ 0 is assumed for open branches in LDS, |ΔZ| = Z3z for TB, feeding node m4b from another node (m2b), as shown in Equations (1) and (2) .
VSAI from the perspective of an ideal MDS electrical equivalent model is denoted with the term VSAI_MI and corresponds to an arrangement, which assumes that the TB along with respective TS may have small impedance and can be represented by a single load. Also, the three buses feeding the respective load are assumed at same voltage potential and are represented as one source originating from the substation (SS). These assumptions decrease the MDS model to a simplified system, as shown in Figure 2 . The ideal MDS model consists of five branches. Three branches correspond to distribution feeders and two tie-line branches connect them together. When the respective TS, as shown in Figure 3 as TS1 and TS2 and closed, the RDS system can be converted into multiple-loop encapsulated MDS. It is assumed that voltages (U) across sending end buses (SBs such as m1b, m3b and m5b) are the same, with zero difference of U and phase (δ), and are shown as connected loops at sending end buses to show one source bus m1b. On receiving end buses (RBs such as m2b, m4b and m6b), TB (TB1 between m2b and m4b, TB2 between m2b and m6b) and TS (TS1 between m2b and m4b, TS2 between m2b and m6b) are assumed to have negligible impedance and are thus ignored. The loads on the RBs (S2b, S4b and S6b) at respective nodes are assumed to be added up single lumped load at RE m2b, which is SB as shown in Figure 3 . The voltages at RBs (U2b, U4b and U6b) are also considered at the same level and are represented with U2b. The system shown in Figure 3 considers most of the aspects of an ideal MDS. The total apparent (load) power SB at node m2b can be written in the form of Equation (3), as follows: have negligible impedance and are thus ignored. The loads on the RBs (S 2b , S 4b and S 6b ) at respective nodes are assumed to be added up single lumped load at RE m 2b , which is S B as shown in Figure 3 . The voltages at RBs (U 2b , U 4b and U 6b ) are also considered at the same level and are represented with U 2b . The system shown in Figure 3 considers most of the aspects of an ideal MDS. The total apparent (load) power S B at node m 2b can be written in the form of Equation (3), as follows:
Currents I 1B , I 2B , and I 3B refer to the branches 1, 2 and 3, in ideal MDS. The total net apparent power in terms of the voltage difference across respective RBs and respective impedances can be rewritten in Equation (4) .
On the basis of assumptions, the voltages across two TB are considered to be the same, that is,
The impedances of respective distribution branches are illustrated as, Z 1B = R 1r + jX 1x , Z 2B = R 2r + jX 2r and Z 3B = R 3r + jX 3r . The Equation (4) can be rearranged as Equation (5):
The Equation (5) is reorganized as follows:
The Equation (6) is reordered in the form of left-hand-side (L-H-S) and right-hand-side (R-H-S) in Equation (7) becomes:
The Equation (7) is again extended in-terms of resistance and reactance is arranged in Equation (8) .
The L-H-S in Equation (8) is segregated in-terms of real and imaginary parts. The real part of L-H-S product is labeled as E = Re |[P 2B − jQ 2B ][(R 1r + jX 1x )(R 2r + jX 2x )(R 3r + jX 3x )]| as rearranged in generalized expression as shown in Equation (9a).
Imaginary part of Equation (8) is labeled as F = Im |[P 2B − jQ 2B ][(R 1r + jX 1x )(R 2r + jX 2x )(R 3r + jX 3x )]|, as in generalized expression as Equation (9b). The R-H-S in Equation (8) is segregated in the same way as shown in Equations (9a) and (9b). The modified expression for the real part of R-H-S of Equation (8) is shown in Equation (10a) as follows:
The ∆A is the amendment factor to avoid any unrequired condition such as not-a-numericalnumber (N-A-N) and its value is assumed to be set at 0.001. The generalized expression is shown in Equation (10b).
For the sake of simplicity, the relationship-term abs
as G. The modified crisp expression after rearrangement is shown in Equation (10c).
Similarly expression for the imaginary part of R-H-S of Equation (8) is shown in Equation (11a) as follows:
For the simplification of expression, the term abs(
is labeled as H. The expression can also be written in the generalized term as H = abs
The modified arrangement is shown in Equation (11b) as follows:
According to trigonometric property, the real and imaginary parts of Equation (8) , as elaborated in Equations (10c) and (11b) are rearranged. By square and adding, the expression becomes:
Reorganization of Equation (12) in accordance with of the biquadratic method, results in real root solution of the quadratic root (b 2 − 4ac > 0). The improved Equation for a feasible solution is shown in Equation (13) . Where
The achievable real root solution in Equation (13) after scaling by multiplication on both sides by 4, VSAI for an ideal MDS is rearranged as modified expression as shown in Equation (14) . The rescaling of the Equation is intended to define a threshold value of VSAI value between 0 (instability) and 1 (stable).
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The respective expressions of variables (E, F, G and H) are included in Equation (15) to illustrate the complete expression of VSAI for an ideal MDS, as designated by VSAI_MI.
The RB voltage (U 2b ) at node m 2b (also shown with U RBI ) in ideal MDS case, pointing at a feasible solution is shown as
The expressions for root containing scaled values of
and VSAI relation for an ideal MDS is shown in Equation (16) .
Proposed Voltage Stability Assessment Index for Mesh Distribution System under Actual Case (VSAI_MA)
The VSAI for an actual MDS is denoted with term VSAI_MA and corresponds to a practical situation, assuming that the TBs and associated TSs may have significant impedance. Such MDS can be served by two or more sources from a single (same) substation. This means that the TB has a high R/X ratio such that the voltages at RBs (U 2b = U 4b = U 6b ) cannot be considered at the same level and are not representable with single voltage source, unlike ideal case. Similarly, the SBs may have different voltage level moreover assumption of an ideal MDS is not applicable (U 1b = U 3b = U 5b ).
The main aim of this derivation is to address the limitations left in an ideal MDS model. In order to simplify complex expressions, approximations have considered in the derivation. Figure 3 shows the electrical equivalent model of an actual MDS. However, the loading at bus m 2b is considered at a normal load S 2b , fed by two TS ends (m 4b and m 6b ) via tie-branch currents (I TB1 and I TB2 ), besides dedicated serving source (m 1b ). Therefore, the composite load power at the load node m 2b is written in Equation (17) as follows:
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The extension, elaboration and simplification of Equation (18) I 1B is the current of distribution feeder (between nodes m 1b and m 2b ) in actual MDS model, I TB1 and I TB2 and the tie-branch currents serving node m 2b . Where Z 1B , Z TB1 and Z TB2 are the respective impedances of the dedicated feeders and respective TB. The modified expression in-terms of voltage difference and impedances are shown in Equation (18) . This consideration covers the actual MDS model.
The extension, elaboration and simplification of Equation (18) by cross-multiplication, a result in modified relationship is shown in Equation (19a), as follows. Where Z 1B = R 1r + jX 1x , Z TB1 = R TB1 + jX TB1 and Z TB2 = R TB2 + jX TB2 .
[
The Equation (19a) is further extended and rearranged to Equation (19b), as follows. It is important to mention that in this expression, loads on node m 2b are considered unlike combined loads in an ideal case, demonstrated in Section 2.2. Where the L-H-S of the Equation segregated into real and imaginary parts are,
− 1 and 
At this point, the relation in Equation (19b) becomes complicated and for the sake of simplification, a few key considerations are employed. The R-H-S of the Equation (19b) is segregated from the perspective of respective real and imaginary parts, besides associated trigonometric relationship respectively. The modified real part of R-H-S of Equation (19b), is elaborated in Equation (20a), as follows:
The main approximation employed here refers to taking impedance related terms as a generalized common term, which is able to reflect the difference of each resistance-reactance quantity associated with each voltage base term. Hence, the whole expression is simplified with an approximation term. The generalized common term expression is designated as
The ∆A is an amendment factor to avoid any unrequired condition such as not-a-numerical-number (N-A-N) condition and its value is assumed to set at 0.001. The modified term is shown in Equation (20b) as follows:
Similarly, the imaginary part of Equation (19b) is arranged in the same fashion as in Equation (20) and is shown in the modified Equation (21). The imaginary R-H-S considers a same key approximation, as previously considered. The common impedance-based term is labeled as
The Equations (20a), (20b) and (21) , are reorganized in agreement with Equation (19b), squared, added and rearranged for a modified expression as shown in Equation (22) .
The Equation (22) is expanded in accordance with respective trigonometric properties and the new reorganized Equation from the viewpoint of bi-quadratic technique is shown in Equation (23), as follows.
where
The reordering of Equation (23) 
Since a load bus in an actual MDS can be fed by two or more SE buses. Hence, a number of SB that are feeding a RE bus is considered as m l = 3 (SE buses in MDS) and the generalized expression for VSAI for an actual MDS model, indicated with term VSAI_MA is reorganized in Equation (24b).
The general Equation for VSAI_MA corresponding to an actual MDS model after substitution of respective variables in Equation (24b) is illustrated in Equation (24c) as follows. 
and c, results in Equation (25) , which refers to a viable voltage solution.
Under normal operating conditions, the corresponding VSAI threshold is in the range of 0-1. The minimum and maximum VSAI bounds are between critical numerical values of 0.815 and 1.216, respectively. Below the maximum bound, the system is stable, when it reaches 0 or lower, the system is considered unstable. The VSAI limits described here apply only to the proposed work (index), all other relevant indices may have their respective proposed bounds.
Loss Minimalize Condition (LMC) in Mesh Distribution System
The impedance associated with each branch in electrical equivalent MDS is represented by ‡ kB = R kB + jX kB (where k = 1, 2, 3), the respective resistance and reactance is indicated by, R k and X k , respectively. Thus the MDS equivalent model is considered with three SB (U 1b , U 3b and U 5b ) and RB (U 2b , U 4b and U 6b ) voltages, to fully cover all aspects of a MDS model as shown in the Figure 4a . The loop currents circulating around connected branches and tie-branch (TB) in MDS needs to simplify. 
The impedance associated with each branch in electrical equivalent MDS is represented by kB = RkB + jXkB (where k = 1, 2, 3), the respective resistance and reactance is indicated by, Rk and Xk, respectively. Thus the MDS equivalent model is considered with three SB (U1b, U3b and U5b) and RB (U2b, U4b and U6b) voltages, to fully cover all aspects of a MDS model as shown in the Figure 4a . The loop currents circulating around connected branches and tie-branch (TB) in MDS needs to simplify. The mathematical expression aiming at simplifying the loss Equation has been considered with some assumptions in the equivalent MDS model. The parameters of the TBs are negligible and all loads are concentrated on one load, which is supported by the assumption that the voltage difference across the receiving end buses in MDS is negligible (U2b = U4b = U6b). Considering that all SB are at the same voltage level (U1b = U3b = U5b), the three SB are concentrated to one source such that U1b. The branch current of each distribution branch in the equivalent MDS model is shown in Figure 4b , which corresponds to an ideal MDS model and expressed in Equation (26) as follows. 
The MDS is organized to accomplish interconnected topology in a multiple-loop arrangement, the feeder current is divided into regular branch currents and circulating loop currents (ILp). The direction of ILp1 is counter-clockwise, in branch 1 (m1b and m2b) and branch 2 (m3b and m4b). Similarly, the directions of ILp2 is clock-wise, in branch 2 (m3b and m4b) and branch 3 (m5b and m6b). The mathematical expression aiming at simplifying the loss Equation has been considered with some assumptions in the equivalent MDS model. The parameters of the TBs are negligible and all loads are concentrated on one load, which is supported by the assumption that the voltage difference across the receiving end buses in MDS is negligible (U 2b = U 4b = U 6b ). Considering that all SB are at the same voltage level (U 1b = U 3b = U 5b ), the three SB are concentrated to one source such that U 1b . The branch current of each distribution branch in the equivalent MDS model is shown in Figure 4b , which corresponds to an ideal MDS model and expressed in Equation (26) as follows.
The MDS is organized to accomplish interconnected topology in a multiple-loop arrangement, the feeder current is divided into regular branch currents and circulating loop currents (I Lp ). The direction of I Lp1 is counter-clockwise, in branch 1 (m 1b and m 2b ) and branch 2 (m 3b and m 4b ). Similarly, the directions of I Lp2 is clock-wise, in branch 2 (m 3b and m 4b ) and branch 3 (m 5b and m 6b ). The expressions for each of the distributed branch currents and the respective ILp are illustrated on the basis of Figure 4b . Research works in [4, 38] provides a basis for LMC formulation in MDS. The loop and branch currents are shown in Equations (27) and (28) as follows.
Active Power-Loss-Minimization (PLM)
The system power losses in this subsection are distinctively considered in terms of active and reactive components and employ two loop currents (I Lp1 and I Lp2 ) in finding loss relationships in the test MDS, as shown in Figure 4a . The active power-loss-minimization (PLM) relationship in the test MDS, respective active components of each branch current and associated loop currents, are shown in Equations (29a), (29b) and (29c). The active components are shown with subscript P.
The rearrangement of Equation (29a) in terms of respective currents is illustrated in Equation (30), as follows: If the respective active component of loop currents (I Lp1_P and I Lp2_P ) are ideally reduced to zero, a significant reduction in PLM can be achieved in MDS (Figure 4b ), as shown in Equation (31), respectively.
The LMC in active loss component is designated as PLMC, as shown in Equation (31) . The overall loss minimalize condition (LMC) is also illustrated in Figure 4b . If the voltage difference across the tie-branches (TB1 and TB2) is reduced to zero current flows, LMC in MDS can be achieved.
Reactive Power-Loss-Minimization (QLM)
The reactive power losses in MDS in terms of a reactive component of associated branches and respective loop currents are shown in Equations (32a), (32b) and (32c), respectively. The reactive components are indicated with subscript Q.
The reorganization of Equation (32a) in-terms respective loop currents is shown in Equation (33) as follows.
If the respective reactive component of loop currents (I Lp1_Q and I Lp2_Q ) are ideally reduced to zero, a significant reduction in QLM can be achieved in test MDS in Figure 4b , as shown in Equation (34) . The LMC in reactive loss component is designated as QLMC.
Proposed Planning Approach, Simulation Setup and Performance Evaluators
In all cases, it is the responsibility of the power system company to maintain the voltage profile of the distribution branches at a specified level. Load differences among distribution branches increase losses in the DS. The proposed VSAI-LMC based integrated planning approach is employed to evaluate key planning objectives from the perspective of MDS, in particular, voltage stability, reduction in system losses, increase DG penetration and so forth.
The proposed VSAI-LMC based planning method is divided into two computation variants based strategies (approaches). In the first approach, the prospective site of DG is traced via any of two VSAIs as aforementioned in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. After placing the first DG, the size limit of the DG at the relevant bus is increased to a voltage value close to or equal to the 1.0 per unit (P.U), from the reference of substation voltage.
According to the first approach, second DG siting is followed by first DG placement, to balance the first loop current's numerical value close to zero. The third DG is further employed to balance other loop current flows through tie-branch. In the second approach, two simultaneous DG sittings are followed by the first DG placement, aiming at reducing loop currents through tie branches.
The reasons for proposing two strategies for a planning approach corresponds to the fact that planning problems associated with both LDS and MDS, don't have unique solutions like RDS. Therefore, the main objective of each planning strategies is to find the feasible planning solution, capable of achieving maximum relevant goals. Assumptions for derivations are given in Appendix A.
Planning Approach 1 (PA1): Order-Wise DG Siting and Sizing in Mesh Distribution System
The overall computation method for planning approach 1 (PA1) aims at order-wise siting and the sizing of DG units, regardless of test MDS system, power factors (pf) associated with DG units and dedicated assessment indices, is demonstrated as follows:
Step 1 Read system data for the multiple loop configured MDS.
Step 2 Run the load (power) flow for test MDS without DG at normal load level.
Step 3 According to Equations (15) and (24c), calculate the corresponding voltage assessment index at each receiving end bus. Also calculate the respective voltage profile assessment at each RB according to Equations (16) and (25) .
Step 4 Select the bus with minimum voltage assessment index (in Equation (15) or (24c)) related numerical value because this bus is a prospective candidate for the first DG siting (DG_1).
Step 5 Run load flow for test MDS with DG_1 at normal load level (Step 2). Increase the size of DG_1 at respective pf ±2% at the relevant bus to a voltage limit, which is close to or equal to the 1.0 per unit (P.U), considering voltage level at substation as the reference. Repeat the procedure in step 3 and find the respective VSAI and U-profile values.
Step 6 After DG_1 placement, select the bus with minimum VSI/VSAI value, favorably fed by two or more SB. This bus is the potential location for second DG placement (DG_2).
Step 7 Place DG_2 at the potential location and increase its respective capacity along reducing the capacity of DG_2. Repeat Step 3, that is, the load flow across the TB and observe that the value of loop current (I TL ) must be reduced to a minimal numerical value. Repeat the process until, respective VSAI trend, least voltage difference across TB, LMC condition along with PLMC or QLMC or any of them is achieved. When aforesaid conditions are achieved with the respective DG sizes, the solution is feasible from the viewpoint of two DGs in MDS.
Step 8 Find the weakest node in the solution obtained from Step 7 that is served by two or more SBs and place third DG (DG_3). Repeat
Step 3 in accordance with Step 7. Increase/decrease DG capacity to find the condition when second loop current across other TB is reduced to zero and conditions in Step 7 have achieved.
Step 9 When the conditions in Step 9 are satisfied, each DG unit sitting and sizing is the optimal solution obtained with proposed planning approach. The obtained solution is the feasible solution from the perspective of three DGs placement in MDS.
Step 10 As the number of loops in MDS increases, the same procedure in Steps 7-9 is repeated.
Planning Approach 2 (PA2): Simultaneous DG Siting and Sizing in Mesh Distribution System
The overall computation method for planning approach 2 (PA2) aims at simultaneous siting and sizing of DG units, regardless of test MDS system, power factors (pf) associated with DG units and dedicated assessment indices, is demonstrated as follows:
Steps 1-5 Repeat Steps 1-5 of PA1.
Step 6 Select the two buses, served by two or more SBs with a minimum numerical value of related VSAI, for the simultaneous placement of the DG_2 and DG_3.
Step 7-9 Repeat Step 3, that is, the load flow across the TB and observe that the value of loop currents (I TL ) in respective multiple configured MDS. Repeat the process until conditions mentioned in PA1 (Steps 8-9) is achieved.
Step 10 When the end buses across the TBs (counting respective TSs) in all loops in multiple loops configured MDS has the lowest numerical difference in-terms of respective VSAI trend, least U difference across TB, LMC condition (PLMC or QLMC), the respective DG sizes are the optimal solution obtained from the perspective of PA2.
Simulation Setups for Mesh Distribution System
The main purpose of either aforementioned proposed approach is to find the prospective site for the DG, which aims to maintain a proper voltage level, minimize system losses and eliminate load imbalance with high DG penetration in MDS. The proposed planning approaches have tested on two well-known test distribution systems (TDS), 33-bus TDS and 69-bus TDS, as shown in Figure 5a ,b. The technical details of both TDS are given in [41] .
33-Bus Test Distribution System
From the viewpoint of Figure 5a , the overall power loads (active and reactive) of the 33-bus TDS are 3715 KW and 2300 KVAR. The total system loss in a base case (with radial structure) constitutes of 210.9 KW for active power and 143.02 KVAR for reactive power component. The test MDS comprises of four branches and five TSs. The 33-bus TBS is converted into multiple loop configured MDS by closing TS4 and TS5, and results in two loop currents (I Lp1 and I Lp2 ) across two TB.
69-Bus Test Distribution System
From the viewpoint of Figure 5b , the total active and reactive power loads of the 69-bus TDS are 3802.58 KW and 2692.72 KVAR. The total system loss in a base case radial structure constitutes of 225 (KW) of the active component and 102.11 (KVAR) of the active component. The test MDS comprises of seven branches and five TSs. The 69-bus TBS is converted into multiple loop configured MDS by closing TS3 and TS5 and results in two loop currents (I Lp1 and I Lp2 ) across two TB. It is established in [37, 38] that an interconnected DS results in more power losses than radial topology. The cause of high system losses is due to high value of loop currents flowing across the multiple tie-branches and respective TSs. 
From the viewpoint of Figure 5b , the total active and reactive power loads of the 69-bus TDS are 3802.58 KW and 2692.72 KVAR. The total system loss in a base case radial structure constitutes of 225 (KW) of the active component and 102.11 (KVAR) of the active component. The test MDS comprises of seven branches and five TSs. The 69-bus TBS is converted into multiple loop configured MDS by closing TS3 and TS5 and results in two loop currents (ILp1 and ILp2) across two TB. It is established in [37, 38] that an interconnected DS results in more power losses than radial topology. The cause of high system losses is due to high value of loop currents flowing across the multiple tie-branches and respective TSs. 
Simulation Setup
The load or power flow analysis, relating to both TDS (33-bus and 69-bus), is conducted on ATP/EMTP. The values associated with respect to load flow, aiming at RDS, LDS and MDS cases are achieved from equivalent models in the ATP/EMTP simulation framework. The obtained values from equivalent models have been implemented in MATLAB R2016a programs to find the respective VSAI-LMC for both planning approaches. Besides, it cannot be used to draw conclusions regarding 
The load or power flow analysis, relating to both TDS (33-bus and 69-bus), is conducted on ATP/EMTP. The values associated with respect to load flow, aiming at RDS, LDS and MDS cases are achieved from equivalent models in the ATP/EMTP simulation framework. The obtained values from equivalent models have been implemented in MATLAB R2016a programs to find the respective VSAI-LMC for both planning approaches. Besides, it cannot be used to draw conclusions regarding the relative computation efficiencies of load flow solutions, which is outside the scope of this paper.
Performance Evaluation Indicators (PEI)
Besides the numerical values associated with voltage assessment based indices (VSI_L, VSAI_MI and VSAI_MA), related voltage profiles and system losses, various other performance indicators need to be considered for better evaluation of most feasible solutions via proposed planning approach. The evaluation indicators considered in this study are illustrated below.
Minimalize System Power Losses in MDS
The total active power loss minimization (PLM) and reactive power loss minimization (QLM) in percentage can be estimated with following expressions in Equation (35) , quoted in [42] . The difference in active (P_L) and reactive (Q_L) power loss is considered from the reference of a base case with no DG and associated minimized values achieved with M number of DGs.
Active Power Losses: Costs and Savings (PLC/PLS)
The active power losses (P_L) constitute the maximum portion of related costs of overall system losses. The P_L costs (PLC) are vital due to the fact that they directly impact the respective revenue of utility companies and consumer bills. The rate for the electricity unit (E U ) is taken as 0.06 $/KWh and the period (T Y ) is taken as one year (8760 h). Equation (38) shows the relationship of PLC (as another performance indicator) is shown in Equation (36a) [18, 38] .
Likewise, savings in P_L (PLS), before and after the installation of the DG, is shown in Equation (36b). The relationship of PLS is considered from the reference of base-PLC-case with no DG and associated achieved values of PLC with M number of DGs.
DG Penetration by Percentage in Mesh Distribution System
The DG units' penetration in percentage (PDG) is the ratio of the total generated power by M-DGs to the total number of N-buses in TDS (except for slack bus) [18, 38] . Optimal PDG results in significant reduction of demand (both active and reactive) from the substation and is normally designated with the term relief-in-substation (RSS), as shown in Equation (37):
(37)
Annual Cost of Investment (ACI) for Distributed Generation Units in Mesh Distribution System
The annual cost of investment (ACI) related to the DG is usually proportional to the maximum capacity of DG. The cost of DG units varies according to various types, depending on their nature and application. The DG type in this paper is considered to operate at a lagging power factor (pf) and is able to provide (inject) both active power and reactive power in the TDS. Equation (38) illustrates the relationship of ACI as shown below.
ACI Million
where AF C is the annualized-factor with a value of 0.100385, Ct is the annual cost based on interest-rate of 7% and T = 10 years as the service life of DG. Also, CU C is the cost of DG-unit and exhibits a value of 1800 US$/KVA and DGC max is the maximum DG size with-in bound of 0.001-4 MVA. The details and assessment of aforementioned performance indicator can be found in References [29, 38] .
Discussion on Results and Performance Evaluations
33-Bus Mesh Distribution System
Evaluation of Base Case 0a (No DG)
On the basis of the proposed approaches (PA1 and PA2), the core objective is to find potential locations (buses) for single and multiple DG units sitting (and sizing) in MDSs is to analyze performance evaluations in-terms of various objectives. The base case is indicated with a zero DG scenario, where foremost aim is to locate most potential sites (buses) for DG sitting as sizing, in accordance to Steps 1-4 (of computation procedure) of the proposed approaches, as aforementioned in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The zero DG case for 33-Bus TDS is denoted with base case 0a.
In analysis during the base case, the VSI in Reference [17] is proposed for the voltage assessment of RDS (with no loop) and is indicated with designation of VSI_R (along with feasible voltage solution as U_R). For 33-bus TBS to retain radial-topology, TS4 and TS5 have remained open. The VSI_L in References [37, 38] is proposed for optimization of single loop LDS cannot directly apply to MDS (with multiple-loops) (also shown in Equation (1) along with feasible voltage solution as U_L as also mentioned in Equation (2)). For 33-bus TBS to retain single-loop-topology, TS4 has closed, being weakest loop and is in accordance with the computation procedure reported in References [37, 38] .
The proposed VSAIs for ideal and actual cases for MDS are designated as VSAI_MI (Equation (15)) and VSAI_MA (Equation (24)) and voltage-profiles (U-profiles) are shown with U_MI (Equation (16)) and U_MA (Equation (25) In Figure 6a , it is noticed that bus 18 is the weakest bus according to VSI_R [17] and VSI_L [37, 38] . However, in MDS, bus 15 is the weakest bus according to both VSAI_MI and VSAI_MA, as shown in Figure 6a . It is observed in Figure 6b that the U-profile at various buses is still under the minimum permissible voltage limit, which is 0.95 (P.U). The findings of the PA1 with no DG have illustrated in Table 1 . Note, the numerical value of PLC (Equation (36a)) is shown in million-USD (M-$). In Figure 6a , it is noticed that bus 18 is the weakest bus according to VSI_R [17] and VSI_L [37, 38] 
Evaluation of Case 1 (C1): DG Sitting and Sizing for Voltage-Maximization (U_Max)
The case 1 (C1) corresponds to the VSAI-LMC based planning approaches. The only difference is the selection of either of proposed VSAIs, as derived in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. In addition to C1, the evaluation of each case is arranged in accordance with a various number of scenarios (S#) in accordance with computation procedures for both PA1 and PA2, for ease of understanding the "validation of concept." The case and respective scenario number are arranged as (C#/S#).
Following base case 0a, the DG_1 is placed in accordance with the Step 5 of computation procedure of PA1. This gives the first scenario of base case 1 and is shown as C1/S1. Each DG, in this case, is operating at pf = 0.9 with the margin of ±2.5%, primarily aiming at U-Max along with other objectives. According to Step 6 (of PA1), DG_2 is placed and the respective scenario fulfilling the conditions mentioned in Step 7 (of PA1) is designated as C1/S2. In accordance with Step 8 (of PA1), DG_3 is placed and associated scenario fulfilling conditions in Steps 9 and 10 (of PA1) is designated as C1/S3a. Likewise, the simultaneous sitting of two DGs followed by Steps 1-6 of PA2 and respective scenario fulfilling conditions of Steps 7-10 is designated as C1/S3b.
The VSAI trends and associated U-profiles from the perspective of VSAI_MI-LMC and VSAI_MA-LMC of all scenarios of C1 are illustrated in Figure 7a ,b and Figure 8a ,b. In Figure 7a , VSAI trend based on idealistic MDS model is designated with VSAI_MI and U-profile is indicated with U_MI in Figure 7b . Likewise, in Figure 8a , VSAI trend based on actual MDS model is designated with VSAI_MA and U-profile is indicated with U_MA in Figure 8b . Evaluation of results pertaining to C1 with all associated scenarios is presented in Table 2 .
It is observed that LMC is compromised during Step 5 (C1/S1) aiming at DG_1 siting and sizing. During Steps 6 and 7 (C1/S2), LMC is nearly achieved with DG_2 (siting and sizing) across TB (including TS4) and the respective value of loop currents (I Lp1 ) is minimized to an insignificant numerical value. The difference of values in ∆U_Ref (obtained from equivalent ATP/EMTP and Matlab model), ∆U_MI and ∆U_MA, across bus 18 and bus 33, are (0.0001, 0.0011 and 0.0010). During Steps 8 and 9 (C1/S3a), bus 25 is the weakest bus, doubly fed by two ends and is a potential candidate for DG_3 (sitting and sizing). C1/S3a aims at LMC achievement across TB (including TS5) with I Lp2 is minimized to a minor numerical value. The values in ∆U_Ref, ∆U_MI and ∆U_MA after DG_3, across buses 18-33 and 25-29, are (0.0000, 0.0004, 0.0001) and (0.0010, 0.0064, 0.0013). Moreover, it is also observed that VSAI_MI based values results in more deviation as compare to VSAI_MA based numerical values.
DG_3 is placed and associated scenario fulfilling conditions in Steps 9 and 10 (of PA1) is designated as C1/S3a. Likewise, the simultaneous sitting of two DGs followed by Steps 1-6 of PA2 and respective scenario fulfilling conditions of Steps 7-10 is designated as C1/S3b.
The VSAI trends and associated U-profiles from the perspective of VSAI_MI-LMC and VSAI_MA-LMC of all scenarios of C1 are illustrated in Figures 7a,b and 8a,b. In Figure 7a , VSAI trend based on idealistic MDS model is designated with VSAI_MI and U-profile is indicated with U_MI in Figure 7b . Likewise, in Figure 8a , VSAI trend based on actual MDS model is designated with VSAI_MA and U-profile is indicated with U_MA in Figure 8b . Evaluation of results pertaining to C1 with all associated scenarios is presented in Table 2 .
It is observed that LMC is compromised during Step 5 (C1/S1) aiming at DG_1 siting and sizing. During Steps 6 and 7 (C1/S2), LMC is nearly achieved with DG_2 (siting and sizing) across TB (including TS4) and the respective value of loop currents (ILp1) is minimized to an insignificant numerical value. The difference of values in ΔU_Ref (obtained from equivalent ATP/EMTP and Matlab model), ΔU_MI and ΔU_MA, across bus 18 and bus 33, are (0.0001, 0.0011 and 0.0010). During Steps 8 and 9 (C1/S3a), bus 25 is the weakest bus, doubly fed by two ends and is a potential candidate for DG_3 (sitting and sizing). C1/S3a aims at LMC achievement across TB (including TS5) with ILp2 is minimized to a minor numerical value. The values in ΔU_Ref, ΔU_MI and ΔU_MA after DG_3, across buses 18-33 and 25-29, are (0.0000, 0.0004, 0.0001) and (0.0010, 0.0064, 0.0013). Moreover, it is also observed that VSAI_MI based values results in more deviation as compare to VSAI_MA based numerical values. It is observed in Figure 9a that a significant PLM and QLM were achieved with optimal PDG with multiple (three) DG sitting and sizing (in both C1/S3a and C1/S3b). Similarly, Figure 9b shows that a significant reduction was observed in terms of PLC and a high margin in PLS was achieved with optimal sitting and sizing of three DGs with respective planning approaches, as illustrated by C1/S3a Figure 9a that a significant PLM and QLM were achieved with optimal PDG with multiple (three) DG sitting and sizing (in both C1/S3a and C1/S3b). Similarly, Figure 9b shows that a significant reduction was observed in terms of PLC and a high margin in PLS was achieved with optimal sitting and sizing of three DGs with respective planning approaches, as illustrated by C1/S3a and C1/S3b. However, ACI increases with an increase in DG size. It is worth mentioning that the cost in terms of ACI can surpass in a trade-off solution if a better performance evaluation is achieved. Moreover, PLS across load growth can justify the employment of multiple DG sitting and sizing in MDS and this impact will be addressed in our future work. 
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Evaluation of Case 2 (C2): DG Sitting and Sizing for Loss-Minimization (L_Min)
The evaluation procedure presented in Section 5.1.2 is repeated again for the proposed planning approach in terms of case 2 (C2) and mainly aims at L_Min besides other objectives attainment. The only core difference among C1 and C2 consists of DGs operating at respective pf, which is equal to that of TDS. The pf considered in C2 is 0.85 lagging with a ±2.5% variation, which in-terms of load indicate active and reactive power absorption and shows the capability of injecting both (active and The evaluation procedure presented in Section 5.1.2 is repeated again for the proposed planning approach in terms of case 2 (C2) and mainly aims at L_Min besides other objectives attainment. The only core difference among C1 and C2 consists of DGs operating at respective pf, which is equal to that of TDS. The pf considered in C2 is 0.85 lagging with a ±2.5% variation, which in-terms of load indicate active and reactive power absorption and shows the capability of injecting both (active and reactive) powers in TDS from DG viewpoint.
VSAI trends and associated U-profiles from the perspective of each planning approach variants in-terms of respective scenarios of C2, are illustrated in Figure 10a,b and Figure 11a ,b. The evaluation of results pertaining to C2 with all associated scenarios is presented in Table 3 .
From the perspective of a VSAI-LMC based planning approach during Steps 6 and 7 (C2/S2), LMC is nearly achieved for DG_2 (sitting and sizing) in the same fashion as mentioned in C1/S2. The The comparative analysis of C2 with all relevant scenarios are illustrated in Figure 12a ,b and covers all the performance evaluation indicators (PEIs) (as aforementioned in Section 4.4). It is worth mentioning that an increase in reactive power support from DG results in effective L_Min as shown in C2 and U_profile achieved is nearly identical to those achieved in C1.
It can be observed in Figure 12a that a significant PLM and QLM were achieved with optimal PDG with multiple (three) DG sitting and sizing, in comparison with case 1 (mentioned in Figure 9a) . Similarly, Figure 12b shows that a significant reduction was observed in terms of PLC and high margin in PLS have achieved with three DGs placement, as compare to C1 (mentioned in Figure 9b ). It is worth mentioning that more reactive power support is provided in C2 as compared to C1. It is important to note that ACI values in C2/S1, C2/S2 and C2/S3, are less in comparison with C1/S1, C1/S2 and C1/S3. The ACI values in C2/S3b show exception in comparison with C1/S3b. The reason includes high DG penetration that results in greater achieved (ACI) value. Like C1, in C2, increased ACI values can be justified with improved performance evaluation.
It is worth mentioning that more reactive power support is provided in C2 as compared to C1. It is important to note that ACI values in C2/S1, C2/S2 and C2/S3, are less in comparison with C1/S1, C1/S2 and C1/S3. The ACI values in C2/S3b show exception in comparison with C1/S3b. The reason includes high DG penetration that results in greater achieved (ACI) value. Like C1, in C2, increased ACI values can be justified with improved performance evaluation. 
69-Bus Mesh Distribution System
Evaluation of Base Case 0b (No DG)
The usefulness and assessment of the enhanced VSAI-LMC based planning approach will be further verified and explained on the 69-bus TDS (shown in Figure 5b) , as a benchmark analysis. In order to retain discussion to the point, numerical results of only PA1 will be illustrated. According to the computation procedure of PA1 in Section 4.1, Steps 1-4 indicate the case with no DG residing in 
69-Bus Mesh Distribution System
Evaluation of Base Case 0b (No DG)
The usefulness and assessment of the enhanced VSAI-LMC based planning approach will be further verified and explained on the 69-bus TDS (shown in Figure 5b) , as a benchmark analysis. In order to retain discussion to the point, numerical results of only PA1 will be illustrated. According to the computation procedure of PA1 in Section 4.1, Steps 1-4 indicate the case with no DG residing in TDS. The base case in 69-bus TDS is indicated with "base case 0b" to avoid any confusion. The designation of variables in this sub-sub-section have retained in accordance with Section 5.1.1, in order to retain the symmetry of concept synchronization.
The only difference from the TDS perspective is the selection of TSs (TS3 and TS5), which convert RDS to a multiple loop topology based MDS. The TS3 resides within the TB between buses 15 and 46. Likewise, TS5 resides within the TB joining buses 27 and 65. The TS3 and TS5 in 69-bus TBS are closed to achieve multiple-loop configured MDS. The numerical results in the form of relevant VSI/VSAI trends and U-profiles of RDS, LDS and MDS are shown in Figure 13a In Figure 13a , it is noticed that bus 65 is the weakest bus according to VSI_R [17] . However, in MDS, bus 61 is the weakest bus according to VSI_L [37, 38] , VSAI_MI and VSAI_MA. It is observed in Figure 13b that the U-profile at various buses is below the minimum acceptable voltage limit, (0.95 P.U). The findings of the proposed approach with no DG are illustrated in Table 4 . In Figure 13a , it is noticed that bus 65 is the weakest bus according to VSI_R [17] . However, in MDS, bus 61 is the weakest bus according to VSI_L [37, 38] , VSAI_MI and VSAI_MA. It is observed in Figure 13b that the U-profile at various buses is below the minimum acceptable voltage limit, (0.95 P.U). The findings of the proposed approach with no DG are illustrated in Table 4 . The case 3 (C3) corresponds to the VSAI -LMC based planning approaches, considering 69-bus TDS. Subsequent to base case 0b, the DG_1 is placed in accordance with the Step 5 of computation procedure of PA1. This gives the first scenario of C3 and is shown as C3/S1. Each DG in this case is operating at pf = 0.9 ± 2.5%, primarily aiming at U-Max along with achieving other objectives. According to Steps 6 and 7 (of PA1), DG_2 (sitting and sizing) is designated as C3/S2. In Steps 8 and 9 (of PA1), DG_3 sitting and sizing with associated conditions met, are designated by C3/S3. The VSAI trends and associated U-profiles from the perspective of VSAI_MI-LMC and VSAI_MA-LMC of all scenarios of case 2, are illustrated in Figure 14a Figure 14 . Case 3 for 69-bus MDS (U_Max) (a) VSAI trend (based on ideal MDS) for VSAI_MI-LMC; and (b) U-profile trend for VSAI_MI-LMC, based planning approach (DG operating @ pf = 0.9 ± 2.5%).
(a) (b) Figure 15 . Case 3 for 69-bus MDS(U_Max) (a) VSAI trend (based on actual MDS) for VSAI_MA-LMC; (b) U-profile trend for VSAI_MA-LMC, based planning approach (DG operating @ pf = 0.9 ± 2.5%).
The trend in terms of deviation in voltage based numerical values is observed more in VSAI_MI, in comparison with the VSAI_MA based planning approach. The numerical values achieved in the VSAI trend and U_profile in VSAI_MI-LMC based planning approach shows highest upper metric limits in C3/S1, whereas its more stable in other two scenarios, whereas attained respective results are more stable in VSAI_MA-LMC based approach across all scenarios or C3. Hence, the credibility of the VSAI_MA-LMC based planning approach is validated and supported with respective results.
Evaluation of results pertaining to C3 with all associated scenarios is presented in Table 5 . The comparative analysis aim at case C3 with all relevant scenarios is illustrated with PEIs in Figure 16a ,b. It is observed in Figure 16a that optimal PDG (three DGs) sitting and sizing results in a noteworthy The trend in terms of deviation in voltage based numerical values is observed more in VSAI_MI, in comparison with the VSAI_MA based planning approach. The numerical values achieved in the VSAI trend and U_profile in VSAI_MI-LMC based planning approach shows highest upper metric limits in C3/S1, whereas its more stable in other two scenarios, whereas attained respective results are more stable in VSAI_MA-LMC based approach across all scenarios or C3. Hence, the credibility of the VSAI_MA-LMC based planning approach is validated and supported with respective results.
Evaluation of results pertaining to C3 with all associated scenarios is presented in Table 5 . The comparative analysis aim at case C3 with all relevant scenarios is illustrated with PEIs in Figure 16a ,b. It is observed in Figure 16a that optimal PDG (three DGs) sitting and sizing results in a noteworthy PLM and QLM by percentage. Similarly, the results in Figure 16b justified the reduction in PLC and an increase in the PLS margin. The increased ACI can be justified on the basis of a better performance evaluation, achieved in C3. Size if shown in KVA @ pf = 0.9 ± 2.5%, Site is shown by @ bus No. in TDS, P + jQ = (KW) + j(KVAR), M-$: Million USD. Evaluation of results pertaining to C4 with all associated scenarios is presented in Table 6 . The comparative analysis of C4 with all relevant scenarios from the viewpoint of PEIs are illustrated in Figure 19a ,b. It is also interesting to know that increase in reactive power support from DG have result in almost the same U_profile trend as achieved in C3.
It is observed in Table 6 that a significant PLM and QLM by percentage have been achieved with improved optimal PDG, in comparison with C3. From a comparison perspective of C1-C2 (33-Bus TDS), less PDG has observed in C3-C4 (69-Bus TDS). It is interesting to observe that 33-Bus TDS is a heavy loaded system as compare to 69-Bus-TDS on load distribution level.
Similarly, Table 6 shows that a substantial decrease is observed in-terms of PLC and improved PLS margin. The ACI trend in C4 has surpassed C3 across all scenarios. Although ACI is high, however, it can be justified with improved PEI results and cost to benefit analysis across load growth. Since load growth across planning horizon is out of the scope of this paper. In future, a multi-objective based trade-off solution across a load growth will be addressed in our future publications. Evaluation of results pertaining to C4 with all associated scenarios is presented in Table 6 . The comparative analysis of C4 with all relevant scenarios from the viewpoint of PEIs are illustrated in Figure 19a ,b. It is also interesting to know that increase in reactive power support from DG have result in almost the same U_profile trend as achieved in C3.
Similarly, Table 6 shows that a substantial decrease is observed in-terms of PLC and improved PLS margin. The ACI trend in C4 has surpassed C3 across all scenarios. Although ACI is high, however, it can be justified with improved PEI results and cost to benefit analysis across load growth. Since load growth across planning horizon is out of the scope of this paper. In future, a multi-objective based trade-off solution across a load growth will be addressed in our future publications. Size if shown in KVA @ pf = 0.82 ± 2.5%, Site is shown by @ bus No. in TDS, P + jQ = (KW) + j(KVAR), M-$: Million USD. 
Comparison/Validation Analysis
Results Comparison with Existing Works
The proposed VSAI-LMC based planning approach aims at (multiple-loop configured) MDS is evaluated on 33-Bus and 69-Bus TDS and validated via comparative analysis of achieved results with the findings in the available literature. The comparison methods considered in this section include various techniques such as VSI centered approach in [18] for RDS (69-Bus), non-sorting-genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) based planning approach in [29] for LDS (69-Bus). Moreover, sensitivity based approach [31] for MDS (33-Bus), VSI-LMC centered approach in [38] for LDS (69-Bus) and iterative algorithm (IA) based approach in [43] for RDS (33 and 69-Bus), have been also considered in the comparative study. Since, most of these techniques are proposed for RDS and offer comparison from one or two perspectives. The main aim of this section is to offer a big picture of MDS centered technique via comparison on the basis of performance evaluation across various multiple PEIs, as aforementioned in previous sections.
Comparison of Numerical Results with 33 Bus based Test Distribution System
The numerical results of proposed approach obtained from case 1 (C1) have been evaluated on 33 bus MDS considering four scenarios. The C1 corresponds to the U_max case, where all the DGs in 
Comparison/Validation Analysis
Results Comparison with Existing Works
Comparison of Numerical Results with 33 Bus based Test Distribution System
The numerical results of proposed approach obtained from case 1 (C1) have been evaluated on 33 bus MDS considering four scenarios. The C1 corresponds to the U_max case, where all the DGs in C1 are operating at pf = 0.9 ± 2.5% lagging. The achieved results have compared with sensitivity based approach reported in Reference [31] considering 33-bus MDS. The comparison of results has been illustrated in Table 7 . It is important to note via performance evaluation proposed approach that C1/S3b have resulted in significant power losses (P_L and Q_L) minimization, reduction in PLC, increase in PLS and improved PDG and satisfactory release (relief) in substation capacity (RSS). C1/S3b outperforms other scenarios across the maximum number of PEIs. C1/S3a outperforms other scenarios only from the viewpoint of VSAI trend and associated voltage profile. The numerical results in-terms of C2 are evaluated on 33 bus MDS considering four scenarios in the same way as C1. The C2 corresponds to L_Min case, where all the DGs are operating at pf = 0.85 ± 2.5% lagging. The attained results are compared with iterative algorithm based approach reported in [43] and conducted on 33-bus RDS, where the comparison of results has been illustrated in Table 8 . It is noteworthy via performance evaluation that C2/3b has outperformed all other scenarios and compared works from the perspective of all mentioned PEIs as shown in Table 8 . It is also interesting to know that a significant relief in substation power (RSS) has been achieved in a reactive component. Reason being, the multiple DGs in C2 have resulted in improved reactive power support and voltage stabilization, which is comparable with C1. Therefore, comparison analysis in both Tables 7  and 8 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method from the viewpoint of 33-Bus MDS. It is observed that ACI in both C1 and C2 have resulted in high numerical values. However, improved results in PEIs justify high ACI values.
Comparison of 69 Bus Test System Results with the Existing Research Works
The numerical results in the form of C3 have been evaluated for 69-bus MDS and constitute three scenarios. Since the test system serves as a benchmark analysis. Hence, for the proof of concept, only PA1 has been considered in this study. The C3 corresponds to a case, which aims at U_max and all the associated DGs are operating at pf = 0.9 ± 2.5% lagging (capable of injecting both active and reactive powers). The achieved results have compared with the VSI-based approach designed specifically for RDS [18] . Although there are other works available that considers DG operating at various power factors and comparison of PA1 with employment of DGs operating at pf = 0.9 ± 2.5%, may not be justified. Also, different pf can be considered in the proposed approach and this subject is out of the scope of this paper. Hence, the comparison among proposed and [18] for validation, is conducted for C3 considering DGs operating at pf = 0.9 ± 2.5%. The attained results have compared across various PEIs as illustrated in Table 9 . It is important to mention that the VSAI trends and associated voltage profile based on actual MDS have been considered due to the credibility of their respective values.
The numerical results aiming at 69-bus MDS for L_Min case correspond to C4, where all DGs are operating at optimal pf equal to that of load such as 0.82 ± 2.5%. The main aim is to reduce system losses in addition to other objectives. The achieved numerical results have been compared with the VSI-based approach designed for RDS [18] , the NSGA-II based planning approach designed for LDS [29] and the VSI-LMC based integrated approach for LDS. The attained results are arranged and compared across various PEIs in a tabular form as shown in Table 10 . In C4, like all other cases, VSAI trends and associated voltage profile based on actual MDS have been considered from a comparison perspective due to the credibility of their respective values. It is worth noticing that, in comparison with other related research, the proposed PA1 allows three DG (siting and sizing) employment in MDS and leads to improved performance evaluation, which was limited in the current (available) literature. The proposed VSAI-LMC based planning approach with two computation variants has been compared with the existing literature and the results are in close agreement, validating our proposed approach. Moreover, from the perspective of achieved numerical results, the performance evaluation indicates that the multiple-loop configured MDS outperforms RDS and LDS, as illustrated in 33-Bus (C1 and C2) and 69-Bus (C3 and C4) TDS. In addition to being a reliable choice, better numerical values under the performance measurement and evaluation, MDS shows itself to be a potential candidate for SDS under an SG environment. In future studies, MDS-related planning problems will be resolved under conflicting multiple-objective optimization, performance evaluation across load growth (from the perspective of planning horizon) and integrated medium voltage (MV)/ Low voltage (LV) distribution system under SG paradigm. 
Conclusions
This paper presents an integrated VSAI-LMC based integrating planning approach that covers all aspects of the electrically equivalent MDS model and is employed for the layout (sitting and sizing) of numerous DG units in the MDS. The proposed integrated approach comprises of two parts-VSAI is applied for potential DG locations for sitting (with initial sizing) and loss minimalize condition (LMC) for maximum loss minimizations with optimal DG sizing. Initially, the paper offers detailed mathematical derivations (expressions) of two VSAI indices, one based on an ideal MDS model and the other based on actual MDS equivalent models. Later, mathematical expressions for loss minimalize condition (LMC) were derived based on an equivalent MDS model. The proposed VSAI-LMC approach was applied with two computation variants. The core goal of each computation variant is to access MDS evaluation under several performance indicators. Furthermore, a comprehensive detail regarding well-known performance evaluation indicators (PEIs) employed in various studies have also been presented. The proposed planning approach was applied and tested on two recognized test distribution systems (TDS), namely 33-Bus and 69-Bus. The attained results across four cases (two cases for each TDS) have been broadly compared across related research and the results, besides being in close agreement, have outperformed them in various aspects and thus validate our proposed VSAI-LMC integrated planning approach for MDS. Moreover, it can be inferred that multiple loop configured MDS is a suitable candidate for SDS under an SG environment. In future, improved performance evaluation versus cost (mainly ACI) will be evaluated across load growth and respective planning horizon along with the application of multiple-criteria (conflicting objectives) based optimization. 
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Appendix A
The assumptions of proposed VSAI based planning approach for MDS are as follows:
•
The protection system is considered to be upgraded.
• MDS is three phase balanced and can be denoted by the corresponding single-line diagram.
The thermal limits associated with all branches are considered at a value of 5 MVA.
• Shunt-capacitor banks are assumed as loads and line-shunt capacitance is assumed negligible.
The highest number of DGs to be integrated is three.
The maximum allowable DG penetration must not surpass whole MDS load.
• Except slack bus (substation), the DG units can only be placed at load buses.
It is anticipated that a LMC (PLMC and QLMC) exists for both planning approaches, if the receiving end buses (RBs = m 2b , m 4b and m 6b ) across tie-branches have ideally zero voltage difference that is, U(m 2b ) = U(m 4b ) = U(m 6b ) such that no current (I TL ) flows through respective loops, in this case both I Lp1 and I Lp2 are zero. The numerical value of ∆U is considered as 1%.
Normal loading conditions associated with TDS in this paper has considered heavy load level that is, load model is constant power and single load level.
The variation of ±2.5% has considered in this paper.
The variation of ±2.5% in power factor (lagging) has considered in this study.
Abbreviations
The following abbreviations have used in this paper. 
AIC
